
A Golden State Mayor Takes On the Nimbys

As the cost of living spikes, Republican Kevin Faulconer wants to make housing affordable again—
without crushing current homeowners.
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San Diego

California owes its statehood in part to the 300,000 people who rushed in more than a century and a
half ago, seeking their fortune in the Sierra Nevada’s golden foothills. Today the Golden State’s
nonimmigrant population is shrinking by that amount every two years as the middle class rushes out in
search of affordable homes—a resource just as coveted and now nearly as rare. Restraining the rise of
home prices has become a priority for policy makers throughout the state, whose choice of solutions
could form a template for addressing similar price surges nationwide.

The problem is worst on the coast, where employees of the booming technology industry and related
fields are bidding up prices of the limited supply of homes. Reflecting on the pace of change in his city,
San Diego Mayor Kevin Faulconer nearly stutters over his words. “The average price for a San Diego
house is about $590,000,” he tells me. “In 2013, it was probably, what—no that’s right: about
$370,000.” That’s a 60% increase. Up north in San Jose, already lofty home prices nearly doubled in the
same period, topping out at a median $1.1 million last summer.

“This affects everyone, at all levels,” Mr. Faulconer stresses. Home prices are out of reach of even the
upper middle class, driving away families and making it tough for employers to keep talent. This year the
mayor ramped up his campaign to bring prices back to earth, aligning himself with a growing movement
of urban reformers.

Mr. Faulconer argues that the problem is worsened by intentional limits on the housing supply. From
coastal metropolises to sprawling bedroom communities, cities and towns have zoning ordinances that
prevent or slow construction. “I saw it early on, when I was on the City Council,” he remembers. “Good
projects would be stopped for Nimby reasons, political reasons.”

“Nimby” is an acronym for “not in my backyard,” a label applied to activists who oppose local
development. “Folks would say, ‘Well, I’m supportive of more housing, but I just don’t want it here,’ ”
Mr. Faulconer says. Mostly homeowners worried about property values, they’ve long succeeded in
dissuading local governments from allowing the construction of large amounts of new, denser housing.

Yet the unprecedented price spike of the past decade has bolstered the numbers and influence of pro-
development activists, dubbed “Yimbys.” “We must change from a city that shouts, ‘Not in my
backyard,’ to one that proclaims: ‘Yes in my backyard!’ ” Mr. Faulconer announced in his State of the
City address in January. Opposition remains strong, but the push for new housing is backed by the renter
population, which has grown large enough to challenge homeowners’ grip on the ballot box. Real-estate
developers and local businesses provide additional muscle.

Yimby activists and officeholders have begun to change the housing makeup of formerly restrictive
cities. Check out the timber going up around Mountain View, a few miles west of San Jose. Since voters
there elected two zealous housing proponents to the City Council in 2014, Google’s bustling hometown
has permitted the construction of new units at about five times the rate of the previous two decades.

As he prepares to set San Diego on a similar course, Mr. Faulconer, 52, remarks on how life in the state
has changed since his childhood. He grew up an hour’s drive up the coast from Los Angeles in Oxnard,



where his father was deputy city manager. “As a kid, I got exposed to city government at an early age,”
he recalls. “I’m sure that rubbed off on me.” To be sure, his dad dealt with plenty of cost issues in the
1970s: “Interest rates were sky high there for a while, the price of gas, and all of that.” But as a lifelong
resident of the state, Mr. Faulconer insists that “affordability has never been as acute in California as it is
right now.”

His campaign to restrain San Diego’s home prices focuses on spurring construction in denser areas,
neighborhood by neighborhood. In places already designated for apartment buildings, the mayor is
seeking the City Council’s approval for rezoning plans that streamline the environmental-review process
for new projects, with bonuses for density. Once each plan is approved, housing developers can break
ground without having to “go through months and months of review, and go through endless City
Council hearings.”

Mr. Faulconer also won the council’s approval in March to repeal parking requirements for new projects
near transit centers, asserting that “a parking spot adds anywhere from $60,000 to $90,000” to the cost
of an apartment unit. Next he wants to do away with building-height limits in these areas—with an
exception for the coastline—to allow more volume.

These reforms may sound meager, but Mr. Faulconer points out that the spot-by-spot plans have
already resulted in permits for nearly 74,000 new homes. “There’s a lot of pent-up demand,” he says. “I
just need to make it easier to cut away the roadblocks—to actually get us out of the way—and allow
these units to be built.”

Focusing on already dense areas is in part a concession to homeowners. Mr. Faulconer says it’s meant to
encourage developers to “build the housing where it should be: along transit corridors, close to job
centers.” He also tallies the upgrades the city is making to preserve quality of life as the population
grows. “I said my goal was that we were going to pave 1,000 miles of road in five years. We hit it in 3½
years and we’re blowing through.” He adds that “you have to provide the transit first”—he’s also
expanded the trolley system—and stresses building and restoring public parks: “I think we’ve done 30 by
now.”

These improvements are made possible by the city’s fiscal recovery, which Mr. Faulconer helped drive
after his election to the City Council in 2006. “San Diego at the time was literally on the verge of
bankruptcy. The New York Times dubbed us ‘Enron by the sea.’ ” He and other allies of then-Mayor Jerry
Sanders “fundamentally changed the pension system, and we went from a defined-benefit system to a
defined contribution, and that’s working.” Later Mr. Faulconer backed a successful ballot measure to
prevent the diversion of money raised for public works.

This prudent approach to development is a feature of Mr. Faulconer’s conservatism—a label he wears
lightly in a county that favored Hillary Clinton over Donald Trump by nearly 20 points. As the only
Republican mayor of a U.S. city larger than one million, he avoids the impression that his administration
is “a carbon copy of the national party.” Yet although he describes his housing push as “not Republican
or Democrat—just common sense,” his opposition to coercive methods of lowering prices puts him at
odds with progressive Yimby activists, including those on the City Council.

The Democrat-controlled council has allied with the mayor to boost building, but it pushed further in
July by voting to require that developers set aside more units for affordable housing. “Oh, a veto is
clearly on the table—absolutely,” Mr. Faulconer says. “We don’t want to price the construction of units
out of people’s ability to actually construct them.”

Mandating low-rent units reduces the number of apartments a developer can profitably build. Simply
expanding the supply is a better way of creating affordable units, he says. “We updated, a few years ago,



an area called Grantville,” a middle-class neighborhood where prices had spiked. “We didn’t add
additional affordable-housing mandates as part of that. But we’re seeing that the affordable-unit
production is greater than 25%.”

Nor does he favor government regulation of rents. “You want to really prevent the construction of
units? Pass rent control.” And asked about a plan by Sen. Kamala Harris to subsidize renters, he demurs.
“To actually move the needle in a significant way, you have to get government less involved in the
production of housing, and take away the barriers.”

He firmly rejects one more idea catching on among Yimby activists: rezoning neighborhoods through
state legislation. “Cities need to act aggressively to hit their housing goals—that’s what I’m doing,” he
says. “But I think you want to ensure that you have local control, so you’re designing the housing that
best fits your needs.” Unlike fellow mayors in San Francisco, Sacramento and San Jose, he opposes
California’s Senate Bill 50, which would mandate higher density in neighborhoods statewide within half
a mile of a commuter-train or bus station.

Progressive Yimbys in other states are also breaking new ground in the scale of their reforms.
Minneapolis’s City Council voted last December to eliminate single-family zones altogether, and Oregon
lawmakers followed suit this July by mandating multifamily zoning throughout every city of at least
10,000. The League of Oregon Cities denounced the reform, saying many towns lack the funds to scale
up services on the statehouse’s timeline.

Left-wing rhetoric is also a mainstay of the national movement. Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey framed
his reform as an end to “institutionalized exclusion of black, indigenous, people of color, and
immigrants,” and Oregon environmental groups hailed the rezoning as an anti-climate-change measure,
bound to take thousands of cars off the road.

In contrast, Mr. Faulconer hopes to capture the zeal of the pro-development cause but expand housing
in a focused manner capable of sustaining broad support. “You cannot be successful if you don’t bring
on consensus,” he says, “especially with the community groups. We’re not doing it in the middle of
single-family neighborhoods, 20 miles outside of downtown. So there is a balance you always have to
keep in mind.”

The day I met the mayor, the council faced votes on new plans for the Pacific Beach and Clairemont
regions, which would add 9,000 homes within two years. Mr. Faulconer waxes sentimental while
describing the stakes, calling the new housing “an economic imperative for our city, and also, I believe, a
moral imperative for our families.” Yet he snaps back into form when he considers the scale of the price
problem, and the political tact it will take to keep bringing new housing to life. “We build consensus by
getting the community plans developed. But then, damn it, let’s make it easier to build it! Let’s actually
go!” Both plans passed unanimously.


